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Mr. E. E. Utley, Executive Vice President ACRS-10 
Power Supply and Engineering & C6nstruction CParrish 
Carolina Power and Light Company GRequa 
Post Office Box 1551 Gray 
Raleigh, North Carolina 27602 

Dear Mr. Utley: 

Your letter dated September 16, 1982 submitted a report providing your 
preliminary assessment of activities involved in repatring/replacement of 
the H. B. Robinson Unit No. 2 steam generators. In your letter you requested 
any comments we may have to make your final report more complete.  

We have completed our review and our comments are contained in Enclosure 1.  
Enclosure 2 provides a task planning checklist that may help you in planning 
your activities. Enclosure 3 provides a list of Applicable Regulatory Guides 
and ANSI Standards for your QA program. This information has been previously 
given to you by telecopy.  

We would be happy to meet with your staff to discuss your program.  

Sincerely, 

98 GERiL SIGED 

Glode Requa, Project Manager 
Operating Reactors Branch #1 
Division of Licensing 

Enclosures: 
As stated 

cc w/enclosures: 
See next page 
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Mr. E. E. Utley 
Carolina Power and Light Company 

cc: G. F. Trowbridge, Esquire 
Shaw, Pittman, Potts and Trowbridge 
1800 M Street, N.W.  
Washington, D. C. 20036 

U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
Resident Inspector's Office 
H. B. Robinson Steam Electric Plant 
Route 5, Box 266-1A 
Hartsville, South Carolina 29550 

Alan S. Rosenthal, Chairman 
Atomic Safety and Licensing 

Appeal Board Panel 
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
Washington, D. C. 20555 

Richard S. Salzman 
Atomic Safety and Licensing 

Appeal Board Panel 
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
Washington, D. C. 20555 

Dr. W. Reed Johnson 
Atomic Safety and Licensing 

Appeal Board Panel 
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
Washington, D. C. 20555 

James P. O'Reilly 
Regional Administrator - Region II 
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
101 Marietta Street 
Atlanta, Georgia 30303



ENCLOSURE 1 

COMMENTS ON 
H. B. ROBINSON 2 PRELIMINARY 
STEAM GENERATOR REPAIR REPORT 

GENERAL COMMENTS 

1. Preliminary Planning and Preparation of Work Procedures 

a. CP&L should outline how radiation protection management and 

ALARA engineers are involved in task planning/preparation and task 

following.  

b. The outage sequence should be reviewed by ALARA engineers and each 

task assessed step-by-step, to: 

- identify specific radiation protection requirements applicable to 

those steps, 

- identify task steps requiring RP Technicians coverage - intermittant 

or full time, 

- evaluate ALARA measures applicable to the task (e.g., on a cost

benefit basis).  

c. Many of the pertinent ALARA measures recognized by CP&L need to be 

identified as to specific applications. In the report, they are covered 

by "will be; are available; when necessary; available for use; when 

appropriate". The heart of an ALARA program is in the planning and 

preparation for clearly identified tasks. An ALARA action shouldbe 

identified, evaluated on a cost-benefit basis, and committed on that 

basis will ahead of the actual task start. Decontamination, use of 

temporary shielding, use of specialized tools, removal of valves and 

piping, use of wait areas, and extensive training should be well-
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planned, equipped, man-10aded, and rehearsed for specific applications 

before the task starts.  

2. Training 

a. Use of mock-ups/rehersals should be committed for specific tasks.  

b. Actual experience should be utilized via pictures or tapes.  

c. Traininq of contractor personnel should be emphasized.  

3. Radiation Source Reduction and Dose Reduction 

a. Consider pre- and post-task measures. (See Attachment 2) 

b. Be specific in identifying applications, as for temporary shielding 

and decon.  

4. Dose and Task Management 

a. Task fuhctions, responsibilities and interactions should be well-defined 

to permit the task operations and ALARA program to work effectively.  

b. Radiation protection management overview should be available on all 

shifts where complex radiological operations are conducted.  

c. Radiation Protection Technician coverage should be assigned for key 

task steps - sufficient RPT should be available to cover all assigned 

tasks.  

d. Workers should routinely be briefed on the operational and radiological 

aspects of their work.
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Report Comments.  

5. (3.4) The CP&L goals and intentions reflect a strong commitment to ALARA 

and sound radiation protection practices. Since the success of the ALARA/ 

radiation protection program stems primarily from first line supervision's 

efforts and workers abilities to implement this program, a system for 

indoctrinating management/supervision in their responsibilities should be 

considered.  

6. (3.4.1.1) The specific areas and methods of decontamination should be 

identified well before the task begins, so that decontamination operations 

can be integrated into planning/scheduling of the outage; equipment allocated, 

and personnel trained. The long term effects of decon beyond this specific 

outage should be considered, for example long term dose reduction, reduced 

protective clothing requirements, radwaste generation, and operational 

experience gained.  

7. (3.4.1.2) Again, specific uses of temporary shielding should be identified 

and commitments made so that the required work can be integrated into the 

outage.  

(3.4.1.4) Valves and piping to be removed and replaced should be identified 

well before task initiation to the maximum extent possible. Significant 

lead times are needed.to pre-order or pre-fab replacement parts.  

8. (3.4.1.5) Intended "wait areas" should be designated well before the start

of work and reviewed by operational, task, and radiation protection personnel 

to verify availability and usability throughout the task. Radioactive
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materials storage areas and laydown areas should be similarly designated 

and evaluated.  

9. (3.4.1.6) Specific applications of dry-run and mock-up training should be 

determined well before start of work (in lieu of "when necessary") so that 

facilities. procedures, and subsequent adjustments can be made to the 

designated tasks. Specific and general training should also be supplemented 

by pre-task briefings of workers on the radiological and operational aspects 

of their tasks on a shiftly basis. Adequate backup personnel should be 

trained for each complex task. General training should include practical 

demonstration of good radiological work practices.  

10. (3.4.2/3.4.2/3.4.4) Personnel contamination instances should be tracked 

and analyzed to identify trends, take corrective actions and improve work 

practices. This area is of special interest at Robinson due to past per

formance in this area, Efforts should be made to-minimize containment 

access. Control of radioactive materials should be addressed.  

11. (3.4.2.a) Since dose tracking is an essential part of an ALARA program, the 

dose tracking by task capability should be in place before start of the project.  

Goals based on dose estimates should be established and tracked for each 

task.  

12. (3.4.4/Table 3.4-1) Surveys should besperformed which assess actual working 

conditions. Air sampling especially should be representative, since there 

is extensive loose surface contamination on most surfaces in-containment, 

and many tasks are being performed which will generate airborne radioactivity.
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To this end, frequent portable air sampling and lapel air sampling should 

be utilized to assess actual work conditions. Sufficient numbers and types 

of equipment to monitor airborne radioactivity are not listed in Table 

3.4-1. The licensee should evaluate present counting facilities to deter

mine if they are adequate to support the increased levels of surveillance 

normally associated with a major outage of this type.  

13. (3.4.5) The use of specific engineering controls, such as contamination 

enclosure devices and portable local HEPA filters, should be evaluated for 

the major steps of each task.and specified prior to start of project work.  

Tasks for which there is a potential for airborne radioactivity generation 

(e.g., concrete removal) should be closely monitored (e.g., by portable air 

sampling or continuous monitors) as part of procedures. Insulation removal, 

particularly where insulation has been exposed to primary.coolant leakage, 

should also be considered as a source of airborne radioactivity problems.  

It should be verified that a slight negative pressure in containment will be 

maintained under all fan combinations and operating circumstances.  

14. (3.4.7) A program and practices to minimize radioactive wastes should be 

included in an ALARA program. Contaminated insuldtion may be a significant 

contributor to radwaste storage and volume problems.  

Section 3.4.7, Generation and Disposal of Solid Radioactive Waste, does 

not describe doses to members of the public likely to result from 

handling, storing, processing, shipping and burial offsite of solid wastes.
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15. (3.4.8) Dose estimates by thenselvesdo not necessarily constitute an ALARA 

measure. However, dose estimates can be used to determine potential problem 

areas, and efforts or changes can be applied to effect dose/work reduction 

in those areas. Task following by radiation protection management and ALARA 

engineers also helps identify and resolve problems,.as well as implement ALARA 

actions. Commitment to meeting or beating a realistic dose goal set for 

a task is also an effective way to keep doses ALARA.  

16, Section 3.5.1, Disposition of Steam GeneratorLower Assemblies, indicates 

that temporary storage of radioactive steam generator components on-site 

is likely, but does not address doses to members of the public during 

transfer to an on-site storage facility, storage at the site, and ultimate 

shipment off-site.  

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION TO INCLUDE 

17. Expected airborne radioactivity releases during the repair work from the 

initial purging of containment following shutdown, and continuous ventila

tion thereafter to maintain a negative pressure while the equipment hatch 

is open. The licensee should provide the basis for the containment 

building HEPA filter contamination factor of 104 assumed in his analysis.  

18. Expected amounts (in gallons) and radioactivity (in curies) of liquid 

radwaste generated during the repair work, as a result of fill and soak 

operation, and/or mechanical surface decontamination operations. The 

licensee should provide the basis for the CVCS decontamination factor 

of 104 assumed in his analysis.
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19. Decontamination solution (agent) to be used for steam generator fill and 

soak operations.  

20. Expected amounts (in cubic feet) and radioactivity (in curies) of solid

ified radwaste generated during the repair work. The licensee should 

state the method to be used for solidications, and the station process 

control program to be implemented for evaporator bottoms solidificatton.  

21. The licensee states that a temporary on-site storage building will be 

provided for storage of the steam generator lower assemblies if extended 

on-site storage is found to be necessary. Describe the building ventila

tion and airborne radiation monitoring systems to be used.  

In the final submittal the licensee should describe the programs and 

procedures that will be implemented to preclude the introduction of 

foreign parts or objects into the steam generators during the disassembly 

and reassembly of .the steam generators. In addition the licensee should 

describe his post reassembly inspection program of the secondary side of 

the steam generator prior to putting the unit back into service.



ENCLOSURE2 

TASK PLANNING CHECKLIST 

PRELIMINARY PLANNING/PREPARATION OF WORK PROCEDURES 

. Utilize prior experience and the experience of others 

. Plan in advance 

. Establish a dose rate/task time/manpower data base 

- Utilize mockup training to verify task planning 

. Assign a Radiological Engineer at task .i.nception 

. Incorporate radiation protection/ALARA in the planning phase 

. Perform person-rem estimates 

. Establish task dose goals 

. Establish a task dose tracking system 

. Select a technical approach that optimizes ALARA dose/task time/manpower/costs 

. Plan equipment/radioactive material laydown space to minimize dose 

. Incorporate radioactive waste control/reduction actions 

. Plan for task specifics 

- Entry/exit routes 

- Access tent design, fabrication, installation, removal 

- HEPA ventilation systems 

- Tool/waste transfer arrangements 

- Airborne radioactivity monitoring systems 

- Temporary shielding (general area, in-generator) 

- Channel head decontamination 

- Communication System 

- Video Mlonitoring System 

. Radwaste control/processing



. Prepare RWP's with detailed radiation protection and operational details 

. Establish formal change review procedures for SG RWPts 

. Assemble and stage supplies and equipment prior to task initiation 

. Specify special tooling and equipment in work documents 

. Plan for equipment repair and spare parts, provide backup capabilities 

. Plan to optimize worker comfort 

. Select personnel based on experience and- skill levels.(and availability) 

. Evaluate work sequences 

- Minimize interference with/from other tasks 

- Optimize plant conditions to minimize dose 

- Assure that required plant conditions can be established when needed 

- Evaluate work/space sharing efficiencies with other tasks 

- Verify availability of necessary personnel 

. Plan as much work as practical to be conducted outside of radiation areas 

- Preassemble and prefabricate 

- Decontaminate prior to performing maintenance 

- Remove components to low background areas 

. Include inspection requirements in planning



TRAINING 

Utilize mockup training 

- Closely simulate actual work conditions 

- Practice emergency/casualty actions 

Test special tooling and procedures 

Practice protective clothing, respi*Fatory protection, dosimetry, 
stay time, and entry/exit procedures 

Utilize photographs and videotapes of actual experiences 

. Provide specific skills training 

. Train backup personnel 

. Designate/qualify training instructors 

. Provide basic radiation worker refresher training 

- Emphasize task specified radiological work practices 

. Assure contractor personnel are trained in plant radiation protection 
procedures 

. Rehearse Tasks 

. Provide radiation protection/operations management overview of training



RADIATION SOURCE REDUCTION/DOSE REDUCTION 

. Implement long term actions which will reduce primary system radiation levels 

- Chemistry/Crud Control 

- System Decon 

. Decontaminate 

- Components or equipment in work area 

- Steam generator plenum 

. Allow for short lived radioisotopes to decay 

. Provide temporary shielding where effective for work areas 

- Evaluate dose expended vs dose saved 

- Permanently install temporary shielding hanging frames 

- Provide shielded/remote storage of highly radioactive materials 

- Utilize directional surveys to improve shielding design 

- Practice in generator shielding utilization on mockups 

- Utilize written procedures to control temporary shielding removal 
and installation 

Establish low dose "wait areas" for workers



DOSE AND TASK MANAGEMENT 

. Establish a task organization and define organizational interfaces 

. Define responsibilities in task interferences 

. Conduct task overview by both radiation protection management and 
operations management 

. Prepare radiation protection agreements with contractors 

. Utilize on-the-job and post-task feedback. systems to improve work performance 

. Closely track individual doses and task dose goals 

. Provide continuous radiation protection technician surveillance of S/G work 

. Minimize personnel in radiation areas 

. Conduct routine pre-work briefings of workers regarding task and radiation 
protection considerations 

. Implement radiation protection controls over surveillance, dosimetry, beta 
radiation exposure, and respiratory protection



ENCLOSURE 3 

Table 1 

ApplicabLe Regulatory Guides for QA 

1. ReguLatory Guide 1.37, ."Quality Assurance Requirements 

for Cleaning of FLuid Systems and Associated Components 

of Wat.er-Cooled NucLear Power Plants" (endorses N45.2.1), 

March 1973.  

2. Regulatory Guide 1.38, "QuaLity Assurance Requirements 

for Packaging, Shipping, Receiving, Storage, and Handling 

of Items for Water-Cooled Nuclear Power PLants" (endorses 

N45.2.2), March 1973.  

3. Regulatory Guide 1.39, "Housekeeping Requirements for 

Water-Cooled Nuclear Power PLants" (endorses N45.2.3), 

March 1973.  

4. Regulatory Guide 1.58, "Qualification of NucLear Power 

PLant Inspection, Examination, and Testing PersonneL" 

(endorses N45.2.6), Rev. 1, Sept. 1980.  

5. Regulatory Guide 1.64, "Quality Assurance Requirements for 

the Design of NucLear Power Plants" (endorses N45.2.11), 

October 1973.



6. Regulatory Guide 1.74, ""Quality Assurance Terms and 

Definitions" (endorses N45.2.10), Feb. 1974.  

7. Regulatory Guide 1.88, "CoLLection, Storageo and 

Maintenance of Nuclear Power Plant Quality Assurance 

Records" (endorses N45.2.9), August 1974.  

8. Regulatory Guide 1.94, "Quality Assurance Requirements for 

Installation, Inspection, and Testing of StructuraL 

Concrete and Structural SteeL During the Construction 

Phase of Nuclear Power Plants" (endorses N45.2.5), April 

1975.  

9. ANSI N45.2.8-1975, "Supplementary Quality Assurance 

Requirements for Instatlation, Inspection, and Testing *of 

MechanicaL Equipment and Systems for the Construction Phase 

of NucLear Power PLants." 

10. ANSI N45.2.13 (Draft 2, Rev. 4P April 1974), "Quality 

Assurance Requirements for Control of Procurement of Items 

and Services for NucLear Power Plants." 

11. Regulatory Guide 1.144, "Auditing of Quality Assurance 

Programs for NucLear .Power PLa-pts" (endorses N45.2.12), 

January 1979.
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12. ReguLatory Guide 1.146, "QuaLification of QuaLity 

Assurance Program Audit PersonneL for NucLear Power 

Plants" (endorses N45.2.23), August 1980.


